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Divisive Normalization Predicts Adaptation-Induced
Response Changes in Macaque Inferior Temporal Cortex

X Dzmitry A. Kaliukhovich and Rufin Vogels
Laboratorium voor Neuro-en Psychofysiologie, KU Leuven Medical School, 3000 Leuven, Belgium

Stimulus repetition alters neural responses to the repeated stimulus. This so-called adaptation phenomenon has been commonly ob-
served at multiple spatial and temporal scales and in different brain areas, and has been hypothesized to affect the neural representation
of the sensory input. Yet, the neural mechanisms underlying adaptation still remain unclear, especially in higher-order cortical areas.
Here we employ a divisive normalization model of neural responses to predict adaptation-induced changes in responses of single neurons
in the macaque inferior temporal (IT) cortex. According to this model, the response of a neuron is determined by an interplay between its
direct excitatory and divisive normalizing inputs, with each input being subject to adaptation. To test the model, we recorded the
responses of single IT cortex neurons to complex visual stimuli while separately adapting the two putative types of input to those neurons.
We compared the changes in responses of these neurons following such adaptation with predictions derived from the divisive normal-
ization model. As predicted by the model, we show that adaptation in the IT cortex can, depending on the relative strength of each putative
type of input to a neuron, suppress or enhance the neural response to a complex stimulus. More generally, our data suggest that
adaptation serves to selectively enhance processing of the stimuli that differ from recently experienced ones, even when these occur
within a configuration of multiple stimuli.
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Introduction
Adaptation effects are ubiquitous in neurons of the macaque
inferior temporal (IT) cortex, the end stage of the ventral visual

pathway. Indeed, it has been well documented that responses of
IT cortex neurons usually decrease with stimulus repetition
(Miller et al., 1991; Vogels et al., 1995; Sawamura et al., 2006;
McMahon and Olson, 2007; Liu et al., 2009; De Baene and Vo-
gels, 2010; Kaliukhovich and Vogels, 2011, 2012, 2014). This rep-
etition suppression (Desimone, 1996) has aroused interest due to
the widespread use of adaptation paradigms in human functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies (Malach, 2012).
Thus, a better understanding of adaptation mechanisms in the
macaque IT cortex is of high importance to interpret the results
obtained with the fMRI adaptation paradigm in normal and pa-
tient populations (Ewbank et al., 2015) and is essential when
examining the ventral visual pathway. Furthermore, adaptation
is an example of the impact of stimulus history on neural stimu-
lus representations. Given that stimulus history affects percep-
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Significance Statement

Stimulus repetition alters neural responses to the repeated stimulus. This so-called adaptation phenomenon has been robustly
demonstrated in brains of different species and is considered to be a form of short-term plasticity inherent to the processing of
sensory stimuli. Nevertheless, the functional role and underlying mechanisms of adaptation remain unclear. Here we demonstrate
that divisive normalization, a canonical neural computation operating throughout the brain, predicts the adaptation-induced
changes in response of single neurons to complex stimulus configurations in the macaque inferotemporal cortex. Our findings
embed adaptation effects of inferotemporal neurons into the context of a broader neural network perspective that includes
divisive normalization. Additionally, our findings have implications for understanding of the function of adaptation in higher-
order sensory cortices.
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tion (Bar and Biederman, 1999; Müller et al., 2009; Noudoost and
Esteky, 2013; Dekel and Sagi, 2015), a better understanding of
adaptation is necessary to gain a deeper insight into the neural
mechanisms of perception (Clifford et al., 2007).

The adaptation effects observed at the level of spiking activity
of single neurons can be viewed as resulting from adaptation
effects that occur in the network of neurons in which the neuron
is embedded. This network view of adaptation can explain why
adaptation in the primary visual cortex (V1) results in less sup-
pression or in some cases even leads to enhancement for large
compared with small stimuli (Wissig and Kohn, 2012; Patterson
et al., 2013). Such response enhancement has been hypothesized
to result from adaptation of the inhibitory extraclassical receptive
field input (“surround”) to the neuron. These and other data
obtained in the V1 can be explained by assuming adapted inputs
in a divisive normalization circuit (Dhruv et al., 2011; Solomon
and Kohn, 2014). Divisive normalization is a computation im-
plemented by neural circuits in which the response of a neuron is
determined by a driving, afferent input and a divisive input from
other neurons within the network that respond to the stimulus.
Divisive normalization has been successfully applied to model a va-
riety of neuronal response properties, including contrast response
nonlinearity, nonlinear spatial summation, and cross-orientation
inhibition at early stages of the visual system (Carandini and Heeger,
2012), as well as spatial attentional effects (Reynolds and Heeger,
2009; Ni et al., 2012) and multisensory integration (Ohshiro
et al., 2011).

The responses of single IT cortex neurons to a complex stim-
ulus configuration have been demonstrated to be less than the
sum of the responses to its constituent parts (Richmond et al.,
1983; Sato, 1989; Miller et al., 1993; Rolls and Tovee, 1995; Missal
et al., 1999) and in fact has been reported to be in good corre-
spondence with the average of the responses to the constituent
parts presented in isolation (Zoccolan et al., 2005; De Baene et al.,
2007). This interaction between the different parts of a complex
stimulus configuration can be understood as resulting from a
normalization of the bottom-up input to a neuron by a divisive
input from a population of other IT cortex neurons that respond
to such a complex stimulus. Both the bottom-up and the divisive
normalizing inputs are in principle susceptible to adaptation. The
interplay between these two inputs in combination with differ-
ential adaptation of each of them can in theory produce a variety
of adaption effects, ranging from suppression to enhancement of
the response following adaptation. In the present study, we
examined how adaptation of each putative type of input (i.e.,
driving bottom-up vs divisive normalizing) to a neuron affects
stimulus interactions of single macaque IT cortex neurons for
compound stimuli consisting of the simultaneous presentation
of two stimuli. To address this question, we derived predictions
from a divisive normalization model and then tested those
using recordings of single-unit spiking activity in the macaque
IT cortex.

Materials and Methods
Subjects
Two rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta; male Monkey P and female
Monkey K, weighing 7.2 and 7.6 kg, respectively, both left hemisphere)
served as subjects. Animal care and experimental procedures met the
national and European guidelines and were approved by the Ethical
Committee of the KU Leuven Medical School.

Details about implants and surgery can be found in Kaliukhovich and
Vogels (2011) and will only be briefly summarized here. The placement
of the plastic recording chamber was guided with a preoperative MRI

scan and verified with MRI scans obtained at the beginning and in be-
tween recording sessions. Reliable estimations of the recording positions
were obtained by the visualization of glass capillaries, filled with the MRI
opaque copper sulfate (CuSO4), that were inserted into the recording
chamber grid (Crist Instrument) at predetermined positions. Recording
positions were estimated based on the MRI visualization of these markers
combined with the microdrive depth readings of the white/gray matter
transitions relative to the grid base.

Recordings were made from the lower bank of the superior temporal
sulcus and lateral convexity of the IT cortex. The anterior–posterior
coordinates of the estimated recording positions ranged between 18 and
20 mm, and 17 and 18 mm anterior to the auditory meatus in Monkeys P
and K, respectively, whereas the corresponding medial–lateral coordi-
nates in those monkeys ranged between 18 and 20 mm and 20 and 24 mm
lateral to the midline.

Recordings
Well-isolated extracellular action potentials of single IT cortex neurons
were recorded with tungsten microelectrodes. The electrode was lowered
with a Narishige microdrive through a guide tube that was fixed in a Crist
grid. Recordings were made using a Plexon data acquisition system. Spik-
ing activity was thresholded on-line and spike waveforms were saved at
40 kHz. Spikes were sorted when necessary and single-unit isolation was
verified using Offline Sorter (Plexon).

Eye position was measured on-line with an infrared-based eye-
tracking system (EC-240A, ISCAN; 120 Hz sampling rate). The analog
eye-movement signal was saved with a sampling frequency of 1 kHz. Eye
positions, stimulus events, and behavioral events were recorded simulta-
neously with spiking activity and stored for later off-line analysis on a
computer synchronized with the Plexon data acquisition system.

Stimuli and tests
Stimuli. In the present study we used a stimulus set identical to that used
in our previous studies (Kaliukhovich and Vogels, 2012, 2014; Kaliuk-
hovich et al., 2013) on adaptation in the macaque IT cortex. The stimulus
set consisted of 52 color images of 26 object classes (two images per class),
including human and monkey faces, human and monkey bodies, mam-
mals, birds, fish, snakes, insects, trees, fruits, fractals, and manmade ob-
jects. The size of the stimuli (maximum of horizontal and vertical
dimensions of the bounding box) was �5° of visual angle. The stimuli
were presented on a uniform gray background on a CRT monitor
(Philips Brilliance 202P4; frame rate, 60 Hz; resolution, 1024 � 768
pixels) located 60 cm from the subject’s eyes.

Search test. We used this test to search for responsive neurons while
advancing a microelectrode in the IT cortex. Once the spiking activity of
a responsive neuron was well isolated, the search test was further used to
select two stimuli for the neuron, with one of the two stimuli evoking a
strong response (effective stimulus) and the other little or no response at
all (ineffective stimulus). The two stimuli were selected from the pool of
52 color images (see Stimuli).

On each trial of the search test, the monkeys were required to passively
maintain their gaze on a red fixation target square (size, 0.17°) presented
in the center of the monitor and visible during the entire trial. A trial
started with the onset of the fixation target. After 500 ms of stable fixa-
tion, a stimulus was presented for 500 ms. To complete a trial and obtain
a fluid reward, the monkeys had to maintain fixation for 475 ms post-
stimulus. The different images (see Stimuli) were presented foveally in a
random manner. Selection of the effective and ineffective stimuli for an
examined neuron was based on the peristimulus time histograms avail-
able on-line and computed with �1 presentation (mean, 5.5) per tested
stimulus.

Adaptation test. After we selected the effective and ineffective stimuli
for a neuron under study in the search test, we ran the adaptation test
(Fig. 1A). On each trial of the adaptation test, monkeys were required to
passively fixate a red target square (size, 0.17°) shown in the center of the
monitor and visible during the entire trial. Following 500 ms stable fix-
ation, monkeys were presented with two stimuli, with each stimulus
being presented for 300 ms. The two stimuli were separated by a blank
screen (and fixation target) for 500 ms. To complete a trial and obtain a
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fluid reward, monkeys had to maintain their
fixation for another 300 ms after offset of the
test stimulus. Any break in fixation during this
1900 ms interval aborted the trial. The extent of
the eye-position signal in unaborted trials,
computed per neuron, ranged from 0.6 to 1.2°
horizontally and from 0.8 to 1.7° vertically
across all the analyzed neurons of both mon-
keys. This indicates more accurate fixation
than the 2°-square fixation window. Each trial
ended with the presentation of a full-field
scrambled stimulus for 500 ms followed by a
blank screen for 1000 ms. The scrambled stim-
ulus was randomly chosen from a pool of 100
such stimuli generated by scrambling 20 color
scenes (size, 1024 � 768 pixels) with 32 � 32-
pixel-wide square elements. Each scene was
scrambled five times (20 scenes � 5 � 100
stimuli).

We tested the following adaptation condi-
tions (Fig. 1B): (1) repetition of the effective
stimulus (Fig. 1B, E-E); (2) repetition of the
ineffective stimulus (I-I); (3) repetition of the
compound stimulus (C-C), which was a simul-
taneous presentation of both the effective and
ineffective stimuli; (4) effective stimulus fol-
lowed by the compound stimulus (E-C); and
(5) ineffective stimulus followed by the com-
pound stimulus (I-C). Single (effective or inef-
fective) stimuli were presented either above or
below the fixation target along the vertical me-
ridian, with their center of mass being posi-
tioned at an eccentricity of 3°. For the
compound stimuli, one stimulus was pre-
sented above and the other below the fixation
target. Once presented, the position of a stim-
ulus remained the same in a trial. Given that
either single stimulus could have been pre-
sented at one of the two positions (above or
below the fixation target), this resulted in total
in 10 stimulus conditions (5 conditions � 2
positions). During the recordings, these 10 stimulus conditions were
presented to the monkeys in a randomly interleaved manner. The mini-
mum and mean number of presentations per stimulus condition across
all analyzed neurons of both monkeys was 9 and 18.4, respectively.

Data analysis
For each recorded neuron and stimulus condition (Fig. 1), we computed
the mean firing rate to the adapter and test stimuli. Only unaborted trials
were analyzed. Responses to the stimuli were computed within a 300 ms
analysis window starting at 50 ms after stimulus onset. Only neurons that
showed a significant excitatory (more than baseline) response to the
effective stimulus at either position were analyzed further. Significance at
each position was tested by comparing the response to the effective stim-
ulus presented as adapter in repetition trials with the baseline activity
within the 100 ms window directly preceding the adapter stimulus onset
(Bonferroni-corrected one-sided Wilcoxon matched-pairs test, p �
0.05/2 positions � 0.025).

Except for the compound stimuli, both effective and ineffective stimuli
were presented at each of the two positions (above or below the fixation
target). Most but not all neurons responded to the effective stimulus at
both positions (see Results). Here we analyzed and presented the data
using two approaches. The first approach was based on the analysis of
responsive position � neuron combinations. Specifically, for an exam-
ined neuron, the data for each of the two positions were analyzed sepa-
rately, and only those positions per neuron were taken that showed a
significant excitatory response to the effective stimulus. Thus, depending
on the response to the effective stimulus at each position, each neuron
could contribute to the analyses one or maximum two responsive posi-

tion � neuron combinations. In the second approach, for each neuron
we averaged the data across responsive positions per stimulus condition.
Here we used the first approach for descriptive statistics given its problem
of artificially inflated degrees of freedom. Indeed, the effect sizes of two
responsive position � neuron combinations derived from the same neu-
ron may correlate, thus potentially violating the assumption of indepen-
dent observations inherent to the standard statistical tests. As a result, the
degrees of freedom, as judged from the number of analyzed position �
neuron combinations, can be overestimated. Thus, for statistical tests we
used the second approach, in which the number of observations equals
the number of neurons.

In all reported analyses, unless otherwise stated, we used the mean
gross responses. The same analyses performed on baseline-corrected, net
responses showed qualitatively the same effects as those based on gross
responses.

Modeling
We fitted the responses of a neuron with divisive normalization models.
In the models, a neuron receives a direct, bottom-up input from neurons
that respond to features that are part of the effective or ineffective stim-
ulus. To model the suppressed activity for the compound relative to the
effective stimulus, the neuron also receives a divisive, normalizing input
from a population of IT cortex neurons that responds to both the effec-
tive and ineffective stimuli. In the first model, the “adapted driving and
normalizing input” (ADNI) model, each of the bottom-up inputs (Eff
and InEff for the effective and ineffective stimuli, respectively) can be-
come suppressed following adaptation. We modeled such suppression by
equally scaling these inputs by a factor �. Thus, adaptation to the effective
stimulus will result in a 1/�-fold decrease of Eff without affecting InEff.

Figure 1. Experimental paradigm and stimulus conditions. A, On each trial, monkeys were required to fixate a red target square
(here shown not to scale; size: 0.17° of visual angle) shown in the center of the monitor during the entire trial. Monkeys initiated
a new trial by fixating the target. After fixation of the target for 500 ms, the monkeys were presented with two stimuli, with the first
stimulus presented for 300 ms, followed by a blank screen for 500 ms, followed by the second stimulus for 300 ms. The first stimulus
of a trial is further referred to as the adapter stimulus, with the second stimulus referred to as the test stimulus. To complete the trial
and obtain a fluid reward, monkeys had to additionally maintain their fixation for 300 ms after stimulus offset. B, Each stimulus
(adapter or test) in a trial consisted of the presentation of either a single image or two different images. The two images (maximal
extent: 5° of visual angle) were selected in such a manner that when presented in isolation, one image strongly drove the neuron
under study [effective (E)], whereas the other evoked little or no response [ineffective (I)]. The images were presented along the
vertical meridian above (Position 1) or below (Position 2) the fixation target, with their centers of mass being positioned at an
eccentricity of 3° of visual angle. The simultaneous presentation of both effective and ineffective images is further referred to as the
compound stimulus (C). Once presented, the position of either image (E or I) remained the same in a trial. Stimulus conditions
included repetition of the effective image (E-E), of the ineffective image (I-I), or of the compound stimulus (C-C), as well as
presentation of the compound stimulus following either the effective (E-C) or ineffective (I-C) image. Given that both images (E or
I) could be presented at either position, this resulted in a total of 10 stimulus conditions.
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Conversely, adaptation to the ineffective stimulus will scale down InEff
by a factor of 1/� without affecting Eff. Similar to the direct input, the
divisive normalizing input is also susceptible to adaptation in the ADNI
model. Thus, adaptation to the effective or ineffective stimuli will reduce
that divisive input by a factor �, with � � 1 corresponding to no adap-
tation of the divisive input and � � 1 indicating a suppressed divisive
input. The adaptation parameters � and � were constrained to vary be-
tween 0 and 1. We implemented tuned normalization (Ni et al., 2012) by
using a parameter �, allowing variation in the contribution to the nor-
malization by the ineffective stimulus relative to the effective stimulus.
The parameter � could vary from 0 (no effect of the ineffective stimulus
to response normalization) to infinity (negligible effect of the effective
stimulus to response normalization). Note that an � value of 1 implies
equal influence of both stimuli. Two additional parameters were the
semisaturation constant �, set to 0.5, and the baseline activity �, which
was fixed for each modeled neuron and computed as the average baseline
activity across all stimulus presentations (regardless of stimulus condi-
tion) of that neuron. Importantly, the results of modeling did not depend
qualitatively on a particular choice of the semisaturation constant � and
also remained qualitatively similar when using other plausible ranges of
�, such as from 0 to 5, from 0 to 10, and from 0 to 100.

Thus, the response of a neuron in the ADNI model was computed as
follows (Eq. 1): respADNI � (U � �V � Eff � W � �Z � Ineff )/(U � �V � W �
� � � Z � �) � �, where U, V, W, and Z are dummy variables that took on
the values of 0 or 1, depending on the particular stimulus condition being
modeled (Table 1). For instance, V and Z took on the value 1 if a test
stimulus followed the effective or ineffective stimulus, respectively, and 0
otherwise. Similarly, U and W took on the value 1 if the modeled stimulus
condition included a presentation of the effective or ineffective stimulus,
respectively, and 0 otherwise. The input parameter Eff was constrained to
lie between 0 and 10 times the measured gross response to the single
effective stimulus presented as an adapter to the neuron at the modeled
location in repetition trials. The input parameter InEff could vary be-
tween �10 times and �10 times the gross response to the effective stim-
ulus. Thus, as observed in some neurons (see Results), presentation of the
ineffective stimulus could inhibit the response.

The second model, the “adapted driving input” (ADI) model, allowed
adaptation to occur for the driving inputs Eff and InEff, i.e., for the
nominator of the divisive normalization model, but not for the divisive
normalizing input, i.e., the denominator. In addition, the degree of ad-
aptation was allowed to differ between the excitatory Eff input and the
potentially inhibitory InEff input. Such differential adaptation of each
driving input was achieved by using two independent adaptation param-
eters, � and �. The response of a neuron in the ADI model was computed
as follows (Eq. 2): respADI � (U � �V � Eff � W � �Z � Ineff )/(U � 1 � W �
� � �) � �, with all parameter settings, constraints, and dummy vari-
ables being identical to those of the first ADNI model. Note that both

models included the same number of free parameters (Eff, InEff, �, �, � vs
Eff, InEff, �, �, �), thus, allowing an easy comparison in goodness of fit
between the two models.

We modeled the raw response to the following eight stimulus condi-
tions (Table 1) for each position � neuron combination: the effective
stimulus presented as adapter in repetition trials, the ineffective stimulus
presented as adapter in repetition trials, the compound stimulus pre-
sented as adapter in repetition trials, the repeated effective stimulus, the
repeated ineffective stimulus, the repeated compound stimulus and, last,
the compound stimulus following either the ineffective or effective stim-
ulus. To fit the two models to the responses in the stimulus conditions for
each analyzed position � neuron combination, we used the Matlab func-
tion “lsqcurvefit,” which performs least-squares nonlinear data fitting.
To minimize the sum of squared residuals between the observed and
predicted responses, we used the trust-region reflective algorithm with
the following parameters: termination tolerance on the estimated param-
eters (TolX) � 10 �6, termination tolerance on the minimized function
(the sum of squared residuals, TolFun) � 10 �6, allowed maximum
number of iterations (MaxIter) � 10,000, allowed maximum number of
evaluations of the minimized function (MaxFunEvals) � 50,000. The
fitting of the model parameters was done 10,000 times for each posi-
tion � neuron combination. Importantly, each time we used a new set of
randomly drawn initial values of the free parameters (within their pre-
defined constraints), and these were identical for the two models, with
initial values of the adaptation parameter � of the ADNI model being
matched to the adaptation parameter � of the ADI model. We took the fit
with the minimum sum of squared errors (which is identical to the high-
est coefficient of determination) over the set of 10,000 solutions as the
final fit. In practice, the range of the fitted parameters for a particular
position � neuron combination was, however, quite small and negligi-
ble. We used r 2, defined as 1 � (residual sum of squares/total sum of
squares) as measure of the goodness of fit.

Analysis of eye movements
For each analyzed neuron and stimulus condition, we computed the
mean eye-position signal along the horizontal and vertical axes, and this
separately for the adapter and test stimuli. As in the analyses of spiking
activity, only unaborted trials were selected. For each analyzed neuron,
we next computed the mean baseline eye position by averaging the eye-
position signal within a 300 ms window before adapter onset across the
10 stimulus conditions (Fig. 1B). This was done separately for the hori-
zontal and vertical axes. Then, for each analyzed neuron, we further
subtracted the thus derived mean baseline eye position from each
stimulus condition, and this separately for each axis. This baseline
correction— based on the eye position before adapter onset—
explains why the eye positions for the compound test stimulus shown
in Figure 7 can be �0.

To examine whether the position of the adapter stimulus systemati-
cally affected eye movements and thus may explain the effects observed at
the level of spiking activity, we compared eye-position signals for the
compound stimulus presented as test when following the adapter stim-
ulus presentation in the upper versus lower visual field. Given that each
of the two positions encompassed presentations of both the effective and
ineffective stimuli for each analyzed neuron and position (above and
below the fixation target), we averaged the baseline-corrected mean eye-
position signal for the compound stimulus presented as test across the
two stimuli (stimulus conditions E-C and I-C; Fig. 1B). Similarly,
by averaging across the two positions we computed the mean eye-
movement signal for the compound stimulus presented as test when
following the same compound stimulus (stimulus condition C-C; Fig.
1B). To examine the effect of the adapter stimulus position on eye move-
ments at the population level in each monkey separately, we used the
same selections of neurons as in the analyses of spiking activity. Here we
only report the results based on the analysis of eye movements along the
vertical axis, because no effects were found along the horizontal axis.

Results
We recorded the responses of 81 single macaque IT cortex neu-
rons to stimuli presented at two eccentric positions along the

Table 1. Modeled stimulus conditions and the corresponding values of the dummy
variablesa

Modeled stimulus condition Condition label U V W Z

Effective stimulus presented as
adapter

Adapter (E-E) 1 0 0 0

Ineffective stimulus presented
as adapter

Adapter (I-I) 0 0 1 0

Compound stimulus presented
as adapter

Adapter (C-C) 1 0 1 0

Repeated effective stimulus Test (E-E) 1 1 0 0
Repeated ineffective stimulus Test (I-I) 0 0 1 1
Repeated compound stimulus Test (C-C) 1 1 1 1
Compound stimulus following

the effective stimulus
Test (E-C) 1 1 1 0

Compound stimulus following
the ineffective stimulus

Test (I-C) 1 0 1 1

aThe same dummy variables and their values were used to model neuronal responses in both divisive normalization
models. The labels “Adapter” and “Test” in the column “Condition label” refer to the adapter and test stimuli in a trial
(Fig. 1A), whereas E, I, and C in the same column correspond to the effective, ineffective, and compound stimuli,
respectively. See a full list of stimulus conditions in Figure 1B.
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vertical meridian of the visual field. The stimuli were selected in a
search test (see Materials and Methods). In this test, we foveally
presented 52 color images of objects of different categories to the
monkeys. For each neuron under study, we selected two images,
with one image evoking a strong response (effective stimulus)
and the other no or little response (ineffective stimulus). The two
images differed across neurons due to the different stimulus se-
lectivity of the neurons. Once we identified the effective and in-
effective stimuli for a recorded neuron, we next performed the
adaptation test used to address the research question of the pres-
ent study. In the adaptation test, the two selected stimuli were
shown for 300 ms, either separately (single stimulus) or in com-
bination (compound stimulus), in a sequence of two presenta-
tions separated by an interstimulus interval of 500 ms (Fig. 1; see
Materials and Methods). The first presentation in the sequence
will be labeled as “adapter” and the second as “test.” Statistical
testing (see Materials and Methods) showed that 81 IT cortex
neurons recorded in two rhesus monkeys (Monkey P: N � 51;
Monkey K: N � 30) responded significantly to the effective stim-
ulus when presented alone at at least one of the two eccentric
positions. Of these 81 neurons, the large majority (70) showed a
significant response to the effective stimulus at both eccentric
positions. When considering each position separately (two posi-
tions per neuron), this yielded 151 cases (position � neuron
combinations; Monkey P: N � 95; Monkey K: N � 56) for which
there was a significant excitatory response to the effective stimu-
lus at a tested position. These were divided nearly equally across
the two positions (upper visual field: N � 75; lower visual field:
N � 76).

Responses to compound and single stimuli compared
The mean gross response to the effective stimulus presented as
adapter in repetition trials was 35.3 spikes/s, whereas the mean
gross response to the ineffective stimulus was 8.9 spikes/s (net
response, 2.0 spikes/s). In agreement with previous studies (Zoc-
colan et al., 2005; De Baene et al., 2007), the response to the
compound stimulus (mean gross response when presented as

adapter in repetition trials, 28.5 spikes/s) was significantly lower
than the response to the effective stimulus presented alone
(Fig. 2A; two-sided Wilcoxon matched-pairs test: p � 0.000001,
N � 81 neurons), and this held true for each monkey. This was
not merely due to suppression by inhibitory ineffective stimuli
because restricting this comparison to the cases (N � 88 posi-
tion � neuron combinations) for which the net response to the
ineffective stimulus was �0 spikes/s produced similar results
(mean gross response: effective stimulus, 40.7 spikes/s; com-
pound stimulus, 34.1 spikes/s).

To quantify the interaction between the effective and ineffec-
tive stimuli, we next computed two indices for each of the 151
responsive position � neuron combinations as follows: I1 � [re-
sp(E) � resp( I) � resp(C)]/[resp(E) � resp( I) � resp(C)] and
I2 � [resp(E) � resp(C)]/[resp(E) � resp(C)], where resp(X)
denotes the response to stimulus X, and E, I, and C correspond to
the effective, ineffective, and compound stimuli, respectively.
The responses were computed within a 300 ms analysis window
(see Materials and Methods). I1 compares the response to the
compound stimulus with the sum of the responses to the two
constituent (effective and ineffective) stimuli when the latter are
presented in isolation. I2 compares the response to the com-
pound stimulus with the response to the effective stimulus when
presented alone, thus capturing suppression of the response to
the effective stimulus due to a simultaneous presentation of the
ineffective stimulus. As is expected from the weak responses to
the ineffective stimulus, I1 and I2 were highly correlated across
neurons (Fig. 2B; Pearson correlation: r � 0.95). The distribu-
tions of the two indices (Fig. 2B) showed that the responses of
most neurons to the compound stimulus were suppressed (mean
I2 � 0.16, N � 151 position � neuron combinations) when
compared with the responses to the effective stimulus. The mean
I1 was 0.24, which was lower than the expected value of 0.33 if
averaging of the responses to constituent parts was the mecha-
nism determining the response to the compound stimulus (Zoc-
colan et al., 2005; De Baene et al., 2007). Interestingly, a few
position � neuron combinations showed similar responses to the

Figure 2. Responses to the effective, ineffective, and compound stimuli compared. A, Population peristimulus time histograms of the responses to the effective (red), ineffective (blue), and
compound (green) stimuli presented as adapter (solid line) and test (stippled line) in repetition trials. The responses were first averaged across responsive positions for each neuron and then
averaged across neurons of both monkeys. Peristimulus time histograms for each stimulus condition and neuron were constructed by applying a running average with a width of the boxcar kernel
of 50 ms and a step of 10 ms. Mean spiking activity is plotted at the center of the corresponding time bins. Stippled vertical lines indicate stimulus onset and offset. N denotes the number of neurons.
B, The response to the compound and single stimulus presentations compared. Indices I1 and I2 were computed for each responsive position � neuron combination (see Materials and Methods)
and then pooled across both monkeys (Monkey K: N � 56, red; Monkey P: N � 95, blue). I1 compares the response to the compound stimulus with the sum of the responses to the two constituent
stimuli when the latter are presented in isolation. I2 compares the response to the compound stimulus with the response to the effective stimulus when presented alone. The marginal distributions
are shown in gray, and the mean values are indicated by arrows. The stippled vertical line at I1 � 0.33 corresponds to the expected value when the response to the compound stimulus is the average
of the responses to the effective and ineffective stimuli. N denotes the total number of position � neuron combinations across both monkeys.
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effective and compound stimuli (I2 � 0), which corresponds to a
winner-take-all mechanism.

Repetition suppression
In agreement with previous work (Miller et al., 1991; Vogels et al.,
1995; Sawamura et al., 2006; McMahon and Olson, 2007; Liu et
al., 2009; De Baene and Vogels, 2010; Kaliukhovich and Vogels,
2011, 2012, 2014), repetition of the single effective stimulus sup-
pressed the response (Fig. 3A). The mean gross response to the
effective stimulus (300 ms analysis window; see Materials and
Methods) presented as adapter in repetition trials was 35.3
spikes/s, which was significantly greater than the mean gross re-
sponse of 28.8 spikes/s to the repeated effective stimulus (re-
sponses were first averaged across responsive positions per
neuron; two-sided Wilcoxon matched-pairs test: p � 0.000001,
N � 81 neurons). This repetition suppression was statistically
significant in each monkey (both p values �0.00001).

Repetition of the single ineffective stimulus also resulted in
response suppression (mean gross response in repetition trials
when using a 300 ms analysis window: adapter, 8.7 spikes/s; test,
7.9 spikes/s; two-sided Wilcoxon matched-pairs test: p � 0.05,
N � 81 neurons). Similar results were observed when analyzing
net (baseline-corrected) responses per position � neuron com-
bination for the single effective (Fig. 3A) and ineffective (Fig. 3B)
stimuli in repetition trials. Specifically, the mean response to ei-
ther the single effective or single ineffective stimulus presented as
adapter was significantly greater than the response to the same
stimulus presented as test.

Predicted responses to the compound stimulus following
adaptation: simulations
We next examined how adaptation to the single (effective and
ineffective) and compound stimuli affected the response to the
compound stimulus. To predict such adaptation-induced effects,
we first performed simulations with the divisive normalization
ADNI model that implements tuned normalization (Eq. 1). In
this model, a neuron receives a direct, bottom-up excitatory in-
put from the neurons that respond to features that are part of the
effective or ineffective stimulus. Each of these bottom-up inputs
(one for the effective and another for the ineffective stimulus) can
become equally suppressed following adaptation. We modeled
such suppression by scaling these inputs by a factor � (Eq. 1). In
the model, the neuron also receives a divisive, normalizing input

from a population of IT cortex neurons that responds to both the
effective and ineffective stimuli. Similar to the direct input, we
assume that the divisive normalizing input is also susceptible to
adaptation. Adaptation to the effective or ineffective stimuli will
reduce that divisive input by a factor of � (Eq. 1).

Figure 4A–C shows the outcome of the ADNI model applied
for three adaptation conditions, when varying � and � between
0.01 (strong suppression) and 1 (no suppression). In the reported
simulations, the tuned normalization parameter � (see Materials
and Methods) was set to 0.75, but the trends remained the same
for other values of � (including an equal degree of normalization
of the two inputs). The input parameters Eff and InEff were set to
30 and 1, respectively, whereas the baseline � was 0. The outcomes
of the simulations are presented as contrast indices (CIs) com-
puted as follows: CI � [resp(i) � resp( j)]/[resp(i) � resp( j)],
with resp(X) being the simulated response to stimulus X, and i
and j being the stimuli in the conditions defined in Figure 4 (see i
vs j). The comparison of the simulated responses to the com-
pound stimulus presented as adapter and test in repetition trials
(Fig. 4A) reveals response suppression (CI � 0) for the repeated
compound stimulus, except when the divisive input is suppressed
more than the direct one (� � �). Figure 4B compares the simu-
lated response to the repeated compound stimulus with the re-
sponse to the same compound stimulus following adaptation to
an effective stimulus. Overall, this comparison shows a smaller
response to the compound stimulus adapted to the effective stim-
ulus than to the same repeated compound stimulus (CI � 0),
except when adaptation of the direct input is much stronger than
that of the divisive input (� �� �). Last, adaptation to an ineffec-
tive stimulus enhances the simulated response to the compound
stimulus compared with when the latter is presented as adapter
(CI � 0; Fig. 4C). This enhancement is present for all combina-
tions of � and �, except for the values of � close to 1 (no suppres-
sion of the divisive input). Based on these simulations of the
divisive normalization model that includes adaptation of the di-
rect and divisive inputs, we predict (1) repetition suppression for
compound stimuli, (2) stronger repetition suppression when
adapting to the effective compared with the compound stimulus
and, importantly, (3) an enhancement of the response to the
compound stimulus following adaptation to an ineffective stim-
ulus. These predictions hold over a wide region of the � � � space
(region within stippled black lines in Fig. 4A–C), including those
in which adaptation of the direct and divisive inputs is equally

Figure 3. Repetition suppression for single effective and ineffective stimuli. A, B, The scatter plots show the net firing rate for a stimulus (A, effective; B, ineffective) in repetition trials presented
as adapter versus test (Fig. 1B). Each point corresponds to a single position � neuron combination. Data of the two animals were pooled and indicated by different colors and symbols. N denotes
the total number of position � neuron combinations, whereas arrows indicate the mean values. Note the smaller range of the axes in B compared with A.
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strong (� � �). Note that the exact boundaries of the � � �
region depend on the values of the input parameters.

We further examined the predictions for adaptation-induced
effects derived from the ADI model. Similar to the ADNI model,
in the ADI model a neuron also receives direct, bottom-up inputs
due to presentation of the effective (Eff) and ineffective (InEff)
stimuli, with each type of input (Eff or InEff) being susceptible to
adaptation. Yet, in contrast to the ADNI model, which imple-
ments the same degree of adaptation (�; Eq. 1) on each input
(both Eff and InEff), the ADI model allows each input to be
adapted separately of the other by using two independent adap-
tation parameters (� and �; Eq. 2). Last, both the ADNI and ADI
models incorporate a tuned divisive, normalizing input from a
population of IT cortex neurons that responds to both the effec-
tive and ineffective stimuli, with only the ADNI model and not
the ADI model allowing this normalizing input being also sus-
ceptible to adaptation.

Figure 4D–F shows the outcome of the ADI model applied for
the same three adaptation conditions as those examined in the
ADNI model. When computing the responses in the ADI model
(Eq. 2; Table 1), we used the same values of the parameters as
those used to compute the responses in the ADNI model
(Eff � 30; InEff � 1; � � 0.75; � � 0.5, � � 0), while allowing the
adaptation parameters � and � to vary between 0.01 (strong
suppression) and 1 (no suppression). The ADI model predicted a
smaller or equal response to the repeated compound stimulus
than to the same compound stimulus presented as adapter for the
entire examined � � � space (all CIs � 0; Fig. 4D). Moreover, the
ADI model predicted a smaller or equal response to the repeated
compound stimulus than to the same compound stimulus fol-
lowing adaptation to the effective stimulus for the entire � � �
space (all CIs 	 0; Fig. 4E). Note that this is the opposite of the
prediction derived from the ADNI model: namely, a stronger
response suppression when adapting to the effective compared
with the compound stimulus (Fig. 4, compare B, E). Last, adap-

tation to the ineffective stimulus in the ADI model resulted in a
smaller or equal response to the compound stimulus compared
with the response to the same compound stimulus presented as
adapter (CI 	 0 for the entire � � � space; Fig. 4F), which is the
opposite of the prediction of the ADNI model (Fig. 4, compare C,
F). In conclusion, apart from response suppression to the re-
peated compound stimulus, these simulations of the ADNI and
ADI models make different predictions for adaptation-induced
effects for the two pairs of the compared stimulus conditions
[Test(C-C) vs Test(E-C) and Test(I-C) vs Adapter(C-C)].

Observed responses to the compound stimulus
following adaptation
Figure 5A shows the mean gross responses to the compound
stimulus following adaptation to either a single (effective or inef-
fective) stimulus or the same compound stimulus. For the sake of
comparison, we also show the response to the compound stimu-
lus presented as adapter in repetition trials (green line). Because
of the similarity of the results obtained in each monkey separately
(Fig. 5B,C), we pooled the data of the two animals in Figure 5A.
As predicted by both the ADNI and ADI models, repetition of the
compound stimulus suppressed the response to the repeated
compound stimulus (Fig. 5, compare green and red lines; two-
sided Wilcoxon matched-pairs test: p � 0.000001, N � 81 neu-
rons), and this held true in each monkey (both p values �0.0005).

In agreement with the second prediction of the ADNI model,
the mean gross response to the compound stimulus following a
single effective stimulus was smaller than that to the same com-
pound stimulus when being repeated (Fig. 5, compare blue and
red lines; two-sided Wilcoxon matched pairs test: p � 0.005, N �
81 neurons). Given that this effect changed during the course of
the response, we tested the significance of differences in response
between these two conditions over time. To do so, we first com-
puted the responses for each of the two conditions in five non-
overlapping, successive 50 ms bins, with the first bin starting at 55

Figure 4. A–F, Prediction of adaptation-induced effects for both ADNI (A–C) and ADI (D–F ) models. For each stimulus condition and model, we computed the responses to the adapter and test
stimuli (Eqs. 1 and 2). For each model separately, we then compared the responses to the compound stimulus presented as adapter and test in repetition trials (A, D), when being repeated versus
following adaptation to the effective stimulus (B, E), and when following adaptation to the ineffective stimulus versus being presented as adapter (C, F ). To compare the responses, we computed
contrast indices while varying the gain of direct (�) and divisive (�) inputs in the ADNI model and of only the direct input for each stimulus independently (� and � for the effective and ineffective
stimuli, respectively) in the ADI model. A positive value for a pair X vs Y corresponds to a higher response to the compound stimulus in condition X than in Y, with the opposite being true for negative
values. The region indicated by the stippled black lines in A–C corresponds to the intersection of the regions in those panels with positive contrast indices in the ADNI model. Given that the contrast
indices in E and F were all 	0, we failed to derive a similar region for the ADI model.
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ms after stimulus onset. We then applied a two-sided Wilcoxon
matched-pairs test for each thus-defined time bin followed by a
correction for multiple comparisons [false discovery rate (FDR):
significance threshold q � 0.05, N � 5 comparisons; Benjamini
and Hochberg, 1995]. There was a significantly larger response
from 105 to 255 ms after stimulus onset to the repeated com-
pound stimulus than to the same compound stimulus following
the effective stimulus (Fig. 5A, red asterisks; N � 81 neurons).
The difference between these two conditions was significant in
each monkey (Fig. 5B,C).

Last, we also confirmed the third prediction from the divisive
normalization ADNI model; namely, a response enhancement to
the compound stimulus following adaptation to the ineffective
stimulus (Fig. 5, compare magenta and green lines; two-sided
Wilcoxon matched-pairs test: p � 0.05, N � 81 neurons). Further
testing using the 50 ms time bins showed that this response en-
hancement was significant from 105 to 205 ms after stimulus
onset (Fig. 5A, magenta asterisks; FDR: q � 0.01) and present in
each monkey (Fig. 5B,C). This response enhancement was not
due to the incapacity of the ineffective stimulus to suppress re-
sponses, as evidenced by the observation of a suppressed response
to the repeated ineffective stimulus (see Repetition suppression;
Fig. 3B).

The changes in response to the compound stimulus due to
adaptation to a single (effective or ineffective) stimulus that were
predicted by the divisive normalization ADNI model took place
only in the first part of the response (Fig. 5). Remarkably, the later
part of the response showed a reversal of the sign of the adapta-
tion effects compared with the first part of the response. Such
reversal of the adaptation effects was observed in each monkey
(Fig. 5B,C). Thus, the ADNI model appears to capture well the
initial but not the late part of the response of IT cortex neurons.

Fitting responses of neurons by divisive
normalization models
We fitted the ADNI model (Eq. 1) that included adaptation of
both the driving and normalizing inputs to the neural responses
of each individual position � neuron combination. For the sake
of comparison, we also fitted a divisive normalization model that
allowed adaptation of the driving input, but not the divisive input
(the ADI model; Eq. 2). The model fitting was performed for the
gross responses obtained in a 100 ms window that started 105 ms
after stimulus onset, i.e., the strongest phase of the response for
which sizable adaptation effects were observed. Both models fit-

ted overall the wide range of the responses in the different stim-
ulus conditions (e.g., responses to the effective and ineffective
stimuli presented as adapters and tests) rather well, with a mean
r 2 of 0.93 (SD, 0.09) and 0.90 (SD, 0.12) for the ADNI and ADI
model, respectively. However, despite the equal number of free
parameters in the two models, the ADNI model significantly out-
performed the ADI model (two-sided Wilcoxon matched-pairs
test: p � 0.000001, N � 151 position � neuron combinations,
N � 81 neurons). Similar results were obtained when analyzing
the data of each monkey separately (Fig. 6E; two-sided Wilcoxon
matched-pairs test: both p values �0.0005). The differences in
fits between the two models can be appreciated when comparing
the mean observed and predicted responses for the four com-
pound stimulus conditions (Fig. 6A,B). The ADNI model fitted
both the enhancement of the response to the compound stimu-
lus following the ineffective stimulus and the stronger sup-
pression of the response to the compound when it followed the
effective stimulus compared with the repeated compound
stimulus (Fig. 6A). Importantly, the ADI model did not pre-
dict these two observed effects, producing equal average re-
sponses to the compound stimulus presented as adapter and
when following the ineffective stimulus as well as equal re-
sponses to the compound stimulus following the effective
stimulus and the repeated compound stimulus (Fig. 6B). The
better fits of the ADNI compared with the ADI model held
true regardless of whether the ineffective stimulus was excit-
atory or inhibitory when presented alone. To show this, we
split up the position � neuron combinations into three groups,
depending on their net response to the ineffective stimulus pre-
sented as adapter in repetition trials: inhibitory response (net re-
sponse 	�2.5 spikes/s), no response (�2.5 spikes/s � net response
	2.5 spikes/s) and excitatory response (net response �2.5 spikes/s).
The net responses were computed using a 300 ms analysis window
starting at 50 ms after stimulus onset and a baseline window of 100
ms before stimulus onset. We found that for each of these three
groups of position � neuron combinations, the average fit of the
ADNI model was significantly higher than that obtained with the
ADI model (two-sided Wilcoxon matched-pairs test: all p values
�0.01). This can also be appreciated in Figure 6C,D, which plots the
predicted contrast indices (I3) computed for the compound stimu-
lus following adaptation to the ineffective stimulus versus the com-
pound stimulus presented as adapter against the observed indices for
each fitted position � neuron combination. The index I3 was com-
puted as follows: I3 � [resp(I-C) � resp(C)]/[resp(I-C) � resp(C)],

Figure 5. Effect of prior adaptation to the effective or ineffective stimulus on the response to the compound stimulus. Population peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) of the responses to the
compound stimulus presented as adapter (green) and test (red) in repetition trials as well as following either the effective (blue) or ineffective stimulus (magenta). A–C, The PSTHs were averaged
across all responsive neurons of the two monkeys (A) and of each monkey separately (B, Monkey P; C, Monkey K). Asterisks indicate significant differences in response to the compound stimulus when
presented as adapter in repetition trials versus following the ineffective stimulus (magenta) and when being repeated versus following the effective stimulus (red). As indicated by the horizontal bars
of alternating gray levels, the responses were compared in five successive 50 ms nonoverlapping time windows, with the first window starting at 55 ms after stimulus onset. To compare the
responses, for each time window we applied a two-sided Wilcoxon matched-pairs test and then performed the FDR correction (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) to account for multiple comparisons
(significance threshold q � 0.05). Same conventions and selection of neurons as in Figure 2A.
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where resp(X) denotes the (predicted or observed) response to stim-
ulus X, and I-C and C correspond to the responses to the compound
stimulus following the ineffective stimulus (I) and when presented
as adapter, respectively. The index I3 measures the response facilita-
tion for the compound stimulus due to adaptation to the ineffective
stimulus, with higher positive values indicating a stronger response
facilitation. It is obvious that the ADNI model (Fig. 6C) fitted the
response enhancement (positive contrast indices) for the compound

stimulus following the ineffective stimulus better than the ADI
model (Fig. 6D) for each of the three groups of position � neuron
combinations. Even when the ineffective stimulus was inhibitory
(blue symbols), the ADI model strongly underestimated the ob-
served response enhancement.

The median (quartiles) fitted values of the ADNI model were
0.49 (0.30 – 0.76) and 0.40 (0.04 – 0.86) for the adaptation param-
eters � and �, respectively. Noteworthy was the large interquartile

Figure 6. Observed and predicted responses compared. Both models incorporate driving and divisive normalizing inputs as well as adaptation of the driving input, with only the ADNI model (and
not the ADI model) also allowing adaptation of the divisive normalizing input. A, B, Mean observed (blue) and predicted (red) responses to the compound stimulus presented as adapter
[Adapter(C-C)] and test [Test(C-C)] in repetition trials as well as following either the effective [Test(E-C)] or ineffective [Test(I-C)] stimulus. Bars indicate SEs of the mean. C, D, Observed versus
predicted I3 indices for both the ADNI and ADI models. I3 measures the response facilitation for the compound stimulus due to adaptation to the ineffective stimulus, with higher positive values
indicating a stronger response facilitation. Each point corresponds to a single position � neuron combination. Data of the two animals were pooled and indicated by different symbols. Different
colors correspond to the three different selections of position � neuron combinations defined on the basis of the net firing rate for the ineffective stimulus presented as adapter in repetition trials.
The first group (blue symbols) included only those position � neuron combinations for which the net response to the ineffective stimulus was ��2.5 spikes/s, whereas the second (green symbols)
and third (red symbols) groups comprised the position � neuron combinations with the net response to the ineffective stimulus being between �2.5 and 2.5 spikes/s and �2.5 spikes/s,
respectively. E, Comparison of the goodness of fit between the ADNI and ADI model. Each symbol (blue circles, Monkey P; red diamonds, Monkey K) corresponds to a single analyzed position �
neuron combination, with the abscissa and the ordinate being the r 2 of the ADNI and ADI model, respectively. Each panel is based on the same set of position � neuron combinations, with N
denoting their number.
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range (0.82) for the adaptation parameter � of the divisive nor-
malization term, indicating large between-neuron heterogeneity
with respect to the suppression of the divisive normalization
term. Nonetheless, the Spearman rank correlation between � and
� was 0.63 (p � 0.05, N � 151 position � neuron combinations),
indicating that the degree of the adaptation-induced suppression
correlated between the driving and divisive inputs.

The median (quartiles) fitted value of the tuned normaliza-
tion parameter � was 0.89 (0.23–2.32) for the ADNI model,
which was less than expected from averaging of the effective and
ineffective inputs (� � 1). The normalization parameter � was
significantly correlated with the facilitation contrast index I3
computed using the predicted responses of the ADNI model
(Spearman rank correlation: r � 0.49, p � 0.000001). This agrees
with the notion that neurons for which the ineffective stimulus is
more effective in suppressing the response to the compound
stimulus also show a more enhanced response to the compound
stimulus following adaptation to the ineffective stimulus. Thus,
one would predict that the response facilitation observed in a
neuron depends on the degree of the suppressive effect generated
by the ineffective stimulus in that neuron. To verify this predic-
tion, we correlated the I2 (see above) and I3 indices, computed
for actual observed neural responses. Recall that the index I2
compares the response to the compound stimulus with the re-
sponse to the effective stimulus when presented alone. Hence,
higher values of index I2 correspond to a stronger suppressive
effect of the ineffective stimulus. The I2 and I3 indices were com-
puted on independent sets of half of the trials to avoid spurious
correlations due to the presence of an identical condition in the
two indices (compound stimulus presented as adapter). In agree-
ment with the prediction, the correlation between the observed I2
and I3 indices was positive and significant (Spearman rank cor-
relation: I2 odd trials, I3 even trials: r � 0.22, p � 0.005; I2 even
trials, I3 odd trials: r � 0.31, p � 0.0001; in both cases, N � 151
position � neuron combinations).

The ADNI and ADI models were tuned divisive normalization
models (Ni et al., 2012). We also fitted less general divisive nor-
malization models in which the degree of normalization was
equal for the effective and ineffective inputs, with � being a free
parameter that equally affected both the effective and ineffective
inputs. The untuned divisive normalization version of the ADNI
model performed significantly worse [two-sided Wilcoxon
matched-pairs test: p � 0.00005; mean (SD) r 2 � 0.90 (0.12),
N � 151 position � neuron combinations, N � 81 neurons] than
the tuned normalization model, despite an equal number of free
parameters. The untuned ADI model also performed worse [r 2 �
0.88 (0.14)] than its tuned version, but this difference did not
reach significance. Despite the worse fits, both untuned models
made qualitatively the same predictions as their tuned versions,
with the response enhancement for the compound stimulus fol-
lowing adaptation to the ineffective stimulus being present for
the ADNI model. Furthermore, similar to the tuned normaliza-
tion models, the untuned ADNI model fitted the data better than
the untuned ADI model (two-sided Wilcoxon matched-pairs
test: p � 0.0005, N � 151 position � neuron combinations).

We also modeled the responses of a neuron as a linear sum of
the direct bottom-up inputs due to presentation of the effective
(Eff) and ineffective (InEff) stimuli. Similar to the ADI model, we
allowed a differential adaptation of each input in this “linear”
model by using two independent adaptation parameters � and �.
Like in the ADNI and ADI models, we included a parameter �
that reflected the degree of contribution of the ineffective stimu-
lus relative to the effective stimulus to the total response of a

neuron. Thus, the linear model included the same number of
free parameters (Eff, InEff, �, �, �) as the ADNI and ADI models
(see Materials and Methods). To fit the linear model, we used the
same parameters, constraints, and fitting procedure as those
used to fit the ADNI and ADI models. We observed a signifi-
cantly worse goodness of fit of the linear model [mean (SD) r 2

� 0.75 (0.23), N � 151 position � neuron combinations]
compared with those of the tuned ADNI and ADI models
(two-sided Wilcoxon matched-pairs test: both p values �
0.000001). The latter also held true when analyzing the data of
each monkey separately.

Eye-movement analysis
Analysis of the eye movements of each monkey showed that none
of the reported effects in spiking activity can be attributed to the
miniature differences in eye position between the stimulus con-
ditions. Mean eye positions between the upper single-stimulus
presentations, lower single-stimulus presentations, and the com-
pound stimuli, with all being presented as adapter, differed by
�0.06°. The latter was true for both the horizontal and vertical
dimensions. These are negligible differences in eye position given
the relatively large size of receptive fields of anterior IT cortex
neurons (Op De Beeck and Vogels, 2000). The same held true for
the eye positions measured during the compound stimulus pre-
sented as test, sorted according to whether the preceding adapter
was present in the upper visual field, lower visual field, or was the
same compound stimulus (Fig. 7). Monkey K showed a remark-
able pattern in eye movements �200 ms after stimulus onset.
Specifically, there was a small (�0.1°) shift toward the position of
the stimulus that differed from the position of the adapter. The
eye movements of the other animal (Monkey P) for the com-
pound stimulus presented as test also seemingly depended on the
adapter condition. However, this dependency is unconvincing
given its presence already at stimulus onset. Importantly, the
small but consistent difference in eye movements observed in
Monkey K cannot explain the response enhancement for the
compound stimulus following the ineffective stimulus because
the response enhancement occurred earlier than these changes in
eye position.

Discussion
Here we report three novel findings predicted by a divisive nor-
malization model incorporating adaptation of both the direct
and divisive inputs. First, IT cortex neurons show repetition sup-
pression for compound stimuli that consisted of the simultane-
ous presentation of both effective and ineffective stimuli. Second,
adaptation of IT cortex neurons to an effective stimulus produces
a stronger suppression of the initial part of the response to the
compound stimulus than adaptation to the same compound.
Third and most importantly, adaptation to an ineffective stimu-
lus enhances the initial part of the response of IT cortex neurons
to the compound stimulus. These findings indicate that both the
adapter and test stimulus configuration determines whether ad-
aptation suppresses or enhances the responses of IT cortex neu-
rons. The stimulus-dependent adaptation effects observed in the
initial part of the response could be well fitted by divisive normal-
ization models in which both the driving and divisive normaliz-
ing inputs are suppressed by adaptation but not by a model that
allows adaptation of only the driving but not the divisive normal-
izing inputs.

Spatial attention can bias responses of IT cortex neurons to
the compound stimulus. Specifically, attention to an effective
stimulus part of the compound stimulus is expected to increase
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the response to that compound stimulus compared with when
attention is diverted away from it (Chelazzi et al., 1998). Con-
versely, attention to the ineffective constituent of the compound
stimulus is expected to decrease the response to the compound
stimulus (Chelazzi et al., 1998). One may hypothesize that the
adapter stimulus biased attention toward that stimulus when it
was presented as a part of the compound stimulus. If so, the
response to the compound stimulus following the ineffective
stimulus is expected to be suppressed and, conversely, enhanced
when following the effective stimulus. However, this was the op-
posite of what we have observed for the initial part of the response
of IT cortex neurons, thus falsifying such attention scheme as a
valid explanation of the present results. This may not be surpris-
ing given that the cue-based attention effects are known to occur
�170 ms after stimulus onset (Chelazzi et al., 1998), which is
after the mean response enhancement for the compound stimu-
lus following the ineffective stimulus as observed in the present
study.

The effects predicted by adaptation of the divisive normaliza-
tion circuit were only present in the early part of the response.
The smaller later part of the response showed a reversal of the
adaptation effects compared with the early part. A time depen-
dency of adaptation effects in the IT cortex have been reported
before for repetitions of single stimuli (Liu et al., 2009; Kaliuk-
hovich and Vogels, 2012). However, the origin of the time depen-
dency of adaptation effects for single stimuli in the IT cortex still
remains unclear, with potential candidates being recurrent pro-
cessing within the IT cortex or top-down feedback from higher
areas. These late processes may also underlie the reversal of the
adaptation effects for the compound stimuli reported in the pres-
ent study. Stimulus interaction effects in the IT cortex are known
to occur early during the course of the response (Chelazzi et al.,
1998; Missal et al., 1999), whereas the top-down modulations
operate and thus can influence such interactions later in time
(Chelazzi et al., 1998). This agrees well with the adaptation-
related normalization effects being only present in the early part
of the response. Hence, in the later part of the response other
factors beyond adaptation can affect the divisive normalization
circuit, thus masking or even disrupting the changes in divisive
normalization due to adaptation.

The response to the ineffective stimulus, averaged across
our sample of neurons, was rather weak and short (Fig. 2A).
Nonetheless, this small response was sufficient to produce
repetition suppression (see Results). In contrast, adaptation to
the weak ineffective stimulus enhanced the response to the
compound stimulus. Thus, the same adapter stimulus had
opposite effects, depending on the test stimulus: suppression
of the response to the same (repeated) stimulus or enhance-
ment of the response to the compound stimulus. Adaptation
to the effective stimulus, on the other hand, suppressed the
response to both the repeated effective stimulus and the com-
pound stimulus. These different adaptation effects for the
compound stimulus presented as test can be well explained by
an adaptation-induced decrease of not only the direct input to
a neuron but also of the divisive normalizing input, as has been
demonstrated by our simulations (Fig. 4) and fitting such a
model to the responses of individual neurons (Fig. 6). The
biophysical mechanisms behind normalization in the IT cor-
tex are still poorly understood, as in other visual cortical areas
(Carandini and Heeger, 2012). A likely mechanism of divisive
normalization for compound stimuli in the IT cortex is inhi-
bition. GABAergic inhibition has been demonstrated to play
an important role in shaping the stimulus selectivity of single
IT cortex neurons (Wang et al., 2000), but its role in the shape
interactions studied here remains to be assessed. One possible
candidate of such a framework is a network of interconnected
neurons with different feature preferences that inhibit each
other (Moldakarimov et al., 2005). In such a network, adapta-
tion of the neurons that prefer the features present in the
adapter stimulus will reduce their response and, as a result,
their inhibitory impact (through GABAergic interneurons) on
the neurons that prefer the features of the nonadapted part of
the compound stimulus. Such adaptation-induced reduced
inhibition has also been postulated to underlie adaptation ef-
fects in V1 for large stimuli that encroach the surround of the
receptive field (Solomon and Kohn, 2014). Altogether, this
suggests that adaptation affects the balance between excitatory
and inhibitory inputs to a neuron, and thus the outcome of
adaptation will depend on how both the adapter and test stim-
uli will recruit these inputs.

Figure 7. Effect of the position of adapter stimulus on eye movements for the compound stimulus presented as test. A, B, Mean baseline-corrected vertical eye position for the compound stimulus
presented as test when following adapter stimulus presentation either in the upper (above the fixation target; red) or lower (below the fixation target; green) visual field as well as when being
repeated (blue). For each analyzed neuron and position, we first averaged the mean eye-position signals for the compound stimulus across both the effective and ineffective stimuli (see Materials
and Methods). In case of the repeated compound stimulus, the eye-position signals were averaged across the two relative positions of the individual images. Then the thus-derived mean
eye-position signals per neuron were averaged across all analyzed neurons in each monkey separately. For each monkey (A, Monkey P; B, Monkey K) we used the same selection of neurons as that
used in the analyses of spiking activity. Stippled vertical lines indicate onset and offset of the compound stimulus presented as test, whereas bands indicate SEM. N denotes the number of analyzed
neurons.
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Normalization has been documented to operate at the differ-
ent stages of the ventral visual pathway, including areas V1, V2,
and V4 (Reynolds et al., 1999; Carandini and Heeger, 2012). As in
other studies (Ni et al., 2012), our model assumes that the nor-
malization occurs within the area of study. Given that we
matched the stimuli and their spatial separation to IT cortex
receptive fields, which are larger compared with the receptive
fields of neurons in earlier visual areas, we believe that the inter-
action effects reported here largely originated within the IT cor-
tex. Indeed, since the effective and ineffective stimuli differed in
shape and color and were presented in different visual field quad-
rants, interactions in previous stages, such as V4, would have
been mainly limited to center–surround interactions, with such
interactions varying from enhancement to suppression of the
response, depending on the differences in stimulus features
(Schein and Desimone, 1990). Furthermore, the correlation be-
tween the strength of the stimulus interaction of a single IT cortex
neuron and the response enhancement of that neuron following
adaptation to the ineffective stimulus supports our belief that the
normalization phenomenon we studied here occurs predomi-
nantly at the level of IT cortex neurons. Our model assumes that
the inputs to the neurons become suppressed following adapta-
tion but is agnostic about where the suppression occurs, i.e., be-
fore or within the IT cortex. Previous studies showed that
adaptation to single stimuli in the IT cortex tolerates changes in
the location of the adapter and test stimuli (Lueschow et al., 1994;
De Baene and Vogels, 2010), thus suggesting that at least part of
the repetition suppression is not inherited from earlier stages,
such as V1 or V4.

The response enhancement for compound stimuli following
an ineffective stimulus and the response suppression for com-
pound stimuli that follow the effective stimulus implies that the
response of neurons that signal the novel stimulus within the
compound configuration will be enhanced while the response of
neurons that signal the recently seen stimulus will be reduced.
This results in an increase of the saliency of the novel stimulus
within the configuration (or a reduction of the saliency of the
recently seen stimulus). This adaptation-induced change in stim-
ulus saliency may explain the bias toward the novel stimulus
location present in the late part of the eye movements for the
compound stimulus presented as test in Monkey K (Fig. 7). In
fact, such an eye position bias toward the “novel” stimulus loca-
tion has been observed in several human studies (Watanabe,
2001). Furthermore, the adaptation-induced change in saliency
may underlie the faster and enhanced detection of a peripheral
stimulus presented at a different location than a preceding unin-
formative cue (Posner and Cohen, 1984). The cause of this so-
called “inhibition of return” effect is still debated (Hilchey et al.,
2014; Zhao and Heinke, 2014), but, in agreement with our find-
ings, sensory adaptation may be the cause of at least part of this
effect (Posner and Cohen, 1984; Patel et al., 2010; Satel et al.,
2011).

The present and other studies (Kaliukhovich et al., 2013) of
the IT and early visual cortex (Solomon and Kohn, 2014) suggest
that one role of adaptation is to decrease the saliency of recently
seen stimuli. If so, adaptation thus serves to increase the process-
ing of stimuli that differ from recently seen ones, even when these
occur within a configuration of multiple stimuli.
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